Office Services

Managed
Print
Services
iData’s Managed Print Services will
save you money, boost productivity
and help you improve environmental
sustainability and document security
What is MPS?
Put simply, Managed Print Services (MPS) is a method of outsourcing the
management and optimisation of your printing (whether that's your document
output fleet, infrastructure, usage and related business processes). It allows
you to remain focused on your core business, leaving all of your print related
activities in our capable hands.
When we say "printing" we mean the overall cost of the day-to-day running
and management of your printers, this includes the output and the people
involved that help support your devices. Including:
• Desktop printers, multifunctional devices, photocopiers, scanners even
fax machines and high-volume printers
• Technical support, assistance, maintenance, repairs, move and
change requests
• Consumables including paper, ink and toner cartridges, drums and fusers
Printing can account for a large amount of a business's annual expenditure
and yet surprisingly 90% don't know what they spend on print and associated
costs each year. Do you? With iData’s Managed Print Services contract we
will increase your productivity and assess exactly how much you're spending.
We will then set about creating and implementing a strategy to reduce costs.

Benefits of MPS
Cost Savings
Independent technology research companies say that most organisations
spend 3% of their annual turnover on print. If your company has 500
employees did you know the documents that they produce are costing you
approximately £125k per annum? Our Managed Print Service can save
you around 30%.
Improved Process
iData and Ricoh will work with you as your trusted partners to ensure your
business processes continually improve – by embracing the latest technology
including cloud services and mobile print to name but a few. We have all the
support, tools and technology you need!
Save Time
Our Managed Print Service will allow you to focus on your core business.
No more time wasted sourcing the best prices for consumables and with
fewer calls to your IT department they can focus on business critical tasks.
Enhanced Security
We have the capability to deliver robust systems which facilitate secure,
password protected, printing and copying – protecting your company
information whilst supporting regulatory compliance.
Simplify Your Budgets
iData and Ricoh will proactively manage all of your devices at a fixed cost
per page and with one single invoice allowing budgets to become easier
to manage and, more importantly there is no capital investment needed.
Promote Sustainability
New greener measures will eliminate unnecessary printing and with our world
class technology could see up to a 90% reduction in waste. Together we will
reduce your energy consumptions and CO2 emissions.
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